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Level 2 Japanese, 2017
91136 Demonstrate understanding of a variety of written 

and / or visual Japanese text(s) on familiar matters

2.00 p.m. Thursday 9 November 2017 
Credits: Five

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of a variety 
of written and / or visual Japanese text(s) 
on familiar matters.

Demonstrate clear understanding 
of a variety of written and / or visual 
Japanese text(s) on familiar matters.

Demonstrate thorough understanding 
of a variety of written and / or visual 
Japanese text(s) on familiar matters.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

Pull out Resource Booklet 91136R from the centre of this booklet.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

Answer each question in your choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or Japanese. If you need more room 
for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–8 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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TOTAL

Excellence

23

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.









 

Excellence exemplar for Level 2 Japanese 91136 2017 Total score 23/24 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 E7 

This is an E7 because it the candidate covered one of the two key Excellence 
points in part C. They mentioned that the baseball game is worth seeing, 
“even though she has to get up early”, but they did not clearly link its time to 
time of arrival back in Naruto. The point they covered well, to Excellence level, 
is that Aroha should spend time with friends “especially as she is leaving 
soon”. 

2 E8 

The candidate has given a high level of detail in all parts, and has fully 
explained Excellence ideas in Part B and Part C. For example, in Part B they 
not only mentioned why neither April nor July are suitable, but clearly infer that 
the best time to travel in September “despite school being difficult afterwards”. 
Many Merit level students could explain in detail about April and July, but few 
went on to explain how that made September the best choice. 

In Part C they explain Kazumi’s surprise by explaining the difference in 
thinking of Japanese and NZ culture in terms of the importance of exams, and 
link “exam prep” time to being when Aroha travelled to Japan.  

3 E8 

In Part B candidates really needed to clearly link the purchasing power of LINE 
to the fact that Aroha often forgets her wallet, “when she is in New Zealand 
she wants LINE to be popular so she can use it to buy things”. Many 
candidates at Merit level simply translated directly from the text, which meant 
the link was not clear enough.  

Part C was done quite well by a number of Excellence candidates (more so 
than Part B). What all candidates needed to do was to link the length of 
messages to the popularity of Twitter (vs NZ), and this candidate did this 
clearly in the final statement “that’s why it’s [Twitter] very popular in Japan, 
Facebook is popular in Western societies”.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


